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  Professional Mobile Application Development Jeff McWherter,Scott
Gowell,2012-08-16 Create applications for all major smartphone platforms Creating
applications for the myriad versions and varieties of mobile phone platforms on the market
can be daunting to even the most seasoned developer. This authoritative guide is written
in such as way that it takes your existing skills and experience and uses that background
as a solid foundation for developing applications that cross over between platforms,
thereby freeing you from having to learn a new platform from scratch each time. Concise
explanations walk you through the tools and patterns for developing for all the mobile
platforms while detailed steps walk you through setting up your development environment
for each platform. Covers all the major options from native development to web
application development Discusses major third party platform development acceleration
tools, such as Appcelerator and PhoneGap Zeroes in on topics such as developing
applications for Android, IOS, Windows Phone 7, and Blackberry Professional Mobile
Cross Platform Development shows you how to best exploit the growth in mobile
platforms, with a minimum of hassle.
  Design Better and Build Your Brand in Canva Laura Goodsell,2023-01-13
Discover everything you need to get started with Canva, create a brand, and easily design
professional-looking graphics to go from zero to pro in no time Key Features Organize
your business designs using folders and learn to schedule social media content in Canva’s
own content planner Learn to create presentations, as well as video and animated social
media posts Discover the features of Canva to help you save time, including the brand kit,
quick create and templates Book DescriptionIf you're constantly frustrated by how long it
takes to create a design in Canva, then you've come to the right place. This book will get
you up and running quickly with creating professional branded graphics in Canva. You’ll
learn how to set up a Canva account, both free and pro and create a brand kit while
understanding the importance of branding. Next, you’ll discover all the features and tools
as well as how to put everything together to build a brand you love and graphics that work
for your business. As you progress, the chapters will show you how to organize your
account, create presentations, use videos and animation within your marketing materials
and more. By the end of this book, you’ll have a solid understanding of what Canva is and
what it does and be able to confidently and easily create a branded design from
scratch.What you will learn Understand the fundamental capabilities and features of
Canva Create a brand kit and understand what makes a good brand Develop effective
graphics to aid in increasing visibility on social media platforms Follow step-by-step
tutorials to create stunning designs Create a branded logo and learn about trademark and
copyright guidelines Discover a world of color combinations, contrasts, and meanings for
your brand Explore the fundamental design principles Use videos, animation, and sounds
in social graphics for your designs Who this book is forThis book is for aspiring designers,
social media managers, VAs, service-based businesses and solopreneurs with basic
experience in Canva, who are looking to advance in a new skill, while creating their brand
and perfecting their social and marketing materials on a budget. A basic understanding of
Canva, including setting up a free Canva account, creating a basic design using a
template, adding images and text boxes and changing the color of fonts will be helpful but
not essential.
  How to Make an App Business Steven Højlund,Christian Nielsen,2020-09-28 THE
ULTIMATE GUIDE TO BUILDING AN APP-BASED BUSINESS Do you have a great app
idea but no coding skills? ‘How to Make an App Business’ contains no get-rich-quick talk,
but just exactly what you need to go from idea to app business. ‘How to Make an App
Business’ guides you all the way from idea to launching your app and making a business
out of it. The book covers proven and essential steps to build a killer app, get your app off
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the ramp with solid marketing, and make a viable business. From this book you will learn
how to: Build and test early prototypes before starting programming Research target
users and understand what value your app will create Select the key MVP-features that
makes your app deliver maximum value Choose the technology your app business is
running on Gauge the cost of your app and choose the best way to build it Select your
marketing mix and get your app off the ground The book is an easy-to-read and to-the-
point guide for non-tech founders. It gives the reader concrete steps and models to
prioritize features that users will love. It guides the reader to make the right product
choices that can save years of development and millions of dollars. Finally, the book
clarifies how to choose the right business model and how to take an app to market with
the right app marketing. ‘How to Make an App Business’ is based on the university
textbook From idea to app – This is how you do it! by the same authors. The authors draw
on their combined experiences from teaching university classes in digital innovation and
entrepreneurship, starting app businesses, and consulting more than 100 businesses on
digital strategy and digital product development from one of Europe's leading app
agencies.
  iPad and iPhone Tips and Tricks (Covers iPads and iPhones running iOS9)
Jason R. Rich,2015-11-16 iPad and iPhone Tips and Tricks Easily Unlock the Power of Your
iPad, iPad mini, or iPhone Discover hundreds of tips and tricks you can use right away
with your iPad, iPad mini, or iPhone to maximize its functionality. Learn how to use iOS 9
and utilize your Apple mobile device as a powerful communication, organization, and
productivity tool, as well as a feature-packed entertainment device. Using an easy-to-
understand, nontechnical approach, this book is ideal for beginners and more experienced
users who want to discover how to use the iOS operating system with iCloud, and the
latest versions of popular apps. This book covers all the latest iPhone and iPad models,
including the iPhone 5s, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6s, and iPhone 6s Plus, as well as
the latest iPad Air and iPad mini models and iPad Pro.
  Professional Android Reto Meier,Ian Lake,2018-08-23 The comprehensive developer
guide to the latest Android featuresand capabilities Professional Android, 4th Edition
shows developers how toleverage the latest features of Android to create robust
andcompelling mobile apps. This hands-on approach provides in-depthcoverage through a
series of projects, each introducing a newAndroid platform feature and highlighting the
techniques and bestpractices that exploit its utmost functionality. The exercisesbegin
simply, and gradually build into advanced Androiddevelopment. Clear, concise examples
show you how to quicklyconstruct real-world mobile applications. This book is your guide
to smart, efficient, effective Androiddevelopment. Learn the best practices that get more
out of Android Understand the anatomy, lifecycle, and UI metaphor of Androidapps Design
for all mobile platforms, including tablets Utilize both the Android framework and Google
Playservices
  HonorSociety.org Professional Network Guide: How to Search for Your Career
Online Mike Moradian,2020-11-05 Finding a job in today's current environment takes
skills and strategy. Mike Moradian's book How to Search for Your Career Online helps
demystify the best steps to finding your dream job online.
  Official Google Cloud Certified Professional Cloud Architect Study Guide Dan
Sullivan,2019-10-10 Sybex's proven Study Guide format teaches Google Cloud Architect
job skills and prepares you for this important new Cloud exam. The Google Cloud Certified
Professional Cloud Architect Study Guide is the essential resource for anyone preparing
for this highly sought-after, professional-level certification. Clear and accurate chapters
cover 100% of exam objectives—helping you gain the knowledge and confidence to
succeed on exam day. A pre-book assessment quiz helps you evaluate your skills, while
chapter review questions emphasize critical points of learning. Detailed explanations of
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crucial topics include analyzing and defining technical and business processes, migration
planning, and designing storage systems, networks, and compute resources. Written by
Dan Sullivan—a well-known author and software architect specializing in analytics,
machine learning, and cloud computing—this invaluable study guide includes access to the
Sybex interactive online learning environment, which includes complete practice tests,
electronic flash cards, a searchable glossary, and more. Providing services suitable for a
wide range of applications, particularly in high-growth areas of analytics and machine
learning, Google Cloud is rapidly gaining market share in the cloud computing world.
Organizations are seeking certified IT professionals with the ability to deploy and operate
infrastructure, services, and networks in the Google Cloud. Take your career to the next
level by validating your skills and earning certification. Design and plan cloud solution
architecture Manage and provision cloud infrastructure Ensure legal compliance and
security standards Understand options for implementing hybrid clouds Develop solutions
that meet reliability, business, and technical requirements The Google Cloud Certified
Professional Cloud Architect Study Guide is a must-have for IT professionals preparing for
certification to deploy and manage Google cloud services.
  Investing in Your 20s & 30s For Dummies Eric Tyson,2021-06-09 Take advantage
of the decades ahead and invest in your financial future today You may be at the stage of
your life where you’re still watching every penny, but you know the earlier you invest, the
more time your money has to work for you. Investing in Your 20s and 30s For Dummies
provides novice investors with time-tested advice, along with strategies that reflect today’s
market conditions. You’ll get no-nonsense guidance on how to invest in stocks, bonds,
funds, and even real estate—complete with definitions of all the must-know lingo. You’ll
also learn about the latest investment trends, including using robo-advisors to manage
your portfolio, relying on apps to make fast trades, and putting your hard-earned cash in
digital currencies. Armed with the knowledge and strategies in this book, you can invest
wisely, monitor your progress, and avoid risking too much. Today’s investing landscape is
changing at record speed, and this book helps you keep up. Find information on the latest
tax laws, financial lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic, and popular funds for the
2020s. Learn the investment basics you need to get started Discover new tools and
technologies that make it easier than ever to participate in the market Build a diverse
portfolio that reflects your values, financial goals, and risk tolerance Feel more confident
as you fund an investment account, choose equities or funds, and plan for the future Make
an impact with your money by selecting socially responsible investments Figure out how
much money to invest in employer-sponsored accounts or other retirement plans If you’re
a little unsure about stepping into the world of investing, Investing in Your 20s and 30s
For Dummies gives you the confidence you need to establish a smart investment strategy.
Grab your copy today.
  F. W. Means & Company V. National Labor Relations Board ,1966
  Professional SharePoint 2013 Administration Shane Young,Steve Caravajal,Todd
Klindt,2013-04-08 SharePoint admin author gurus return to prepare you forworking with
the new features of SharePoint 2013! The new iteration of SharePoint boasts exciting new
features.However, any new version also comes with its fair share ofchallenges and that's
where this book comes in. The team ofSharePoint admin gurus returns to presents a fully
updated resourcethat prepares you for making all the new SharePoint 2013 featureswork
right. They cover all of the administration components ofSharePoint 2013 in detail, and
present a clear understanding of howthey affect the role of the administrator. Compares
and contrasts SharePoint 2013 to earlier versions Helps make your SharePoint 2013
installation smooth andsuccessful Addresses managing customizations Looks at
SharePoint 2013 for Internet sites Includes an introduction to SQL Server 2012
Professional SharePoint 2013 Administration enhances yourSharePoint skill set and
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immerses you in the new content of theplatform.
  Professional SharePoint 2013 Administration eBook And SharePoint-
videos.com Bundle Shane Young,Steve Caravajal,Todd Klindt,Asif Rehmani,2014-03-10
Professional SharePoint 2013 Administration eBook And SharePoint-videos.com Bundle
  Search Engine Marketing, Inc. Mike Moran,Bill Hunt,2014-12-09 The #1 Step-by-Step
Guide to Search Marketing Success...Now Updated and Reorganized to Help You Drive
Even More Value For years, Search Engine Marketing, Inc. has been the definitive
practical guide to driving value from search. Now, Mike Moran and Bill Hunt have
completely rewritten their best-seller to present valuable new strategies, best practices,
and lessons from experience. Their revamped and reorganized Third Edition introduces a
holistic approach that integrates organic and paid search, and complements them both
with social media. This new approach can transform the way you think about search, plan
it, and profit from it. Moran and Hunt address every business, writing, and technical
element of successful search engine marketing. Whatever your background, they help you
fill your skills gaps and leverage the experience you already have. You’ll learn how search
engines and search marketing work today, and how to segment searchers based on their
behavior, successfully anticipating what they’re looking for. You’ll walk through
formulating your custom program: identifying goals, assessing where you stand,
estimating costs, choosing strategy, and gaining buy-in. Next, you’ll focus on execution:
identifying challenges, diagnosing and fixing problems, measuring performance, and
continually improving your program. You’ll learn how to Focus relentlessly on business
value, not tactics Overcome the obstacles that make search marketing so challenging Get
into your searcher’s mind, and discover how her behavior may change based on situation
or device Understand what happens technically when a user searches—and make the most
of that knowledge Create a focused program that can earn the support it will need to
succeed Clarify your goals and link them to specific measurements Craft search terms and
copy that attracts your best prospects and customers Optimize content by getting writers
and tech people working together Address the critical challenges of quality in both paid
and organic search Avoid overly clever tricks that can destroy your effectiveness Identify
and resolve problems as soon as they emerge Redesign day-to-day operating procedures to
optimize search performance Whether you’re a marketer, tech professional, product
manager, or content specialist, this guide will help you define realistic goals, craft a best-
practices program for achieving them, and implement it flawlessly. NEW COMPANION
WEBSITE PACKED WITH TOOLS AND RESOURCES SEMincBook.com includes exclusive
tools, deeper explorations of key search management techniques, and updates on
emerging trends in the field mikemoran.com whunt.com SEMincBook.com
  Top Secrets for Using LinkedIn to Promote Your Business Or Yourself Gini
Graham Scott,2010-05 TOP SECRETS FOR USING LINKEDIN TO PROMOTE YOUR
BUSINESS OR YOURSELF is a complete step-by-step guide to harness the power of
LinkedIn to promote any book, product, service, company, or yourself. It includes two
dozen screenshot as examples, and readers can use their own LinkedIn accounts to follow
along as they read. The topics covered include: - Creating a powerful LinkedIn profile -
Creating a company profile - Using recommendations - The importance of joining groups -
Making connections with members - Starting your own group - Using search to fi nd
contacts and information - Finding answers and asking questions - Using applications,
including Company Buzz, WordPress, Blog Link, Google Presentation, SlideShare
Presentations, Events, My Travel, Box.net Files, Reading List, and Polls - Deciding on the
best strategy - Assessing your campaign This is a must-have book for anyone who is using
LinkedIn or who wants to get started using it. Since LinkedIn has over 65 million
members, this is the place to be for making business-to-business connections. This is the
book to have to make the most of the power of LinkedIn.
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  Professional iPhone Programming with MonoTouch and .NET/C# Wallace B.
McClure,Rory Blyth,Craig Dunn,Chris Hardy,Martin Bowling,2010-06-22 This book
provides experienced .NET and C# developers with the knowledge necessary to become
proficient, successful iPhone application developers without having to learn Objective-C,
Cocoa, or Xcode. With a Foreword by the MonoTouch creators, this book covers several
areas including MonoTouch and MonoDevelop, screen controls, meeting the iPhone UI
guidelines, and Silverlight for the iPhone. The authors, one of whom wrote Wrox’s
immensely popular Wrox Blox, also delve into UI development, data controls, tables and
layouts, maps and geolocation, and communication with other applications.
  Search Engine Optimization Kristopher B. Jones,2013-03-29 Your visual, step-by-
step guide to search engine optimization, from an Internet marketing expert Techniques
and best practices for search engine optimization are constantly evolving. This visual
guide to SEO is fully updated with information on the latest and most effective ways to
move your website up in the search engine rankings. Internet marketing guru Kristopher
Jones, a frequent keynote speaker at interactive marketing conferences, explains all the
key concepts in a visual format so you can see how they work and what to do. Learn about
keyword generation, internal linking, URL structure, content creation, using social media,
and more. More than 70 percent of businesses today have websites; search engine
optimization is a vital factor in growing a business by gaining new customers while
increasing business from existing customers This two-color book is the only guide to
search engine optimization that is presented in a visual format Presents search engine
marketing principles including keyword generation, on-site optimization involving website
structure, internal linking, URL structure, content creation, off-site optimization, social
media optimization and more Author is a popular keynote speaker and panelist at
interactive marketing and technology conferences Search Engine Optimization: Your
visual blueprint for effective Internet marketing, Third Edition helps visual learners
master and maximize SEO techniques.
  Professional Sitecore 8 Development Phil Wicklund,Jason Wilkerson,2016-11-18
Structure templates and content within Sitecore, work with integrated tools, and leverage
its extensive automation capabilities. Sitecore was recently recognized as one of the most
reputable and reliable, enterprise-class web content management solutions (WCMS)
available in the marketplace. Thousands of companies are using Sitecore to manage their
digital experiences online. Because Sitecore is such a large, complex platform, developers
often have a hard time coming up to speed, even after completing a Sitecore training
course for developers. However, leveraging the design patterns and other practices laid
out in this book will make that transition much easier. Professional Sitecore 8
Development provides a soup-to-nuts approach for a Sitecore rookie to come up to speed
quickly, as well as provide more advanced techniques for seasoned veterans that they may
not be exposed to otherwise. Key coverage areas include: Getting started with Sitecore
development Front-end development techniques Incorporating design patterns into your
Sitecore solutions Unit testing Sitecore applications Programming Sitecore’s marketing
capabilities Sitecore automation with PowerShell Advanced development techniques What
you’ll learn Develop solutions on the Sitecore platform Come up to speed on Sitecore
without going through a training class Build front-end (HTML, CSS, Angular, etc.)
solutions as well as back-end (C#) solutions on Sitecore Incorporate design patterns into
your Sitecore solutions Make use of advanced Sitecore development techniques Who This
Book Is For The book is a developer’s companion, both front end and back end developers.
The target audience is both developers who have zero Sitecore experience, as well as
seasoned veterans looking for advanced best practices. A secondary audience would be
Sitecore administrators who would benefit from discussions around performance tuning
and security.
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  Knock 'em Dead Social Networking Martin Yate,2014-06-18 Shows you how to use his
proven social networking strategies to build your brand and market your skills across an
ever-growing network.
  Principal Professional Development Joseph Sanfelippo,Tony Sinanis,2015-01-30
Build transformational leadership using social media! Close the gap of knowledge and
experience between educators and learn how you really can find the time to connect with
other leaders using social media. This highly instructive and conversational guide makes it
easy. Filled with real-world experiences from leaders all over the country, you’ll build
balanced and effective leadership skills, grow a network of support, and model your vision
for a thriving community of learners. Includes a handy start-up guide to help busy
principals: Connect virtually with K-12 leaders Model continuous learning Find solutions
using Twitter, Google Hangouts, and more
  Hearings, Reports and Prints of the House Select Committee on Small
Business United States. Congress. House. Select Committee on Small Business,1972
  QuickBooks 2016: The Missing Manual Bonnie Biafore,2015-10-19 Annotation Helping
you select the best fit for your company from Intuit's QuickBooks line of financial
management software, this work also shows you how to tweak and tailor it to your
company's needs so you can manage your finances more effectively and efficiently than
ever before.
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